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ESTIMATION OF THE WEDDELLITE TO WHEWELLITE
      RATIO BY INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Hideo Moriguchi， Yosuke Hara， Kazuhiko Tozuka
          and Akihiko Tokue
  ．From漉θDePartme’zt qズUrolOgy，ノichi．～協ゴ∫0αZ 5’chool
  Po“Tder samples of 56 calcium oxalate stones the contents of weddellite， whewellite and apatite
ofwhich had been determined by thermogravimetry （TG）were studied by infrared spectroscopy （IR）o
When the ratio of the weddellite content to the total of weddellite and whewellite （weddellite ratio）
calculated using Oka’s method on the int’rared spectra ’was compared with that determined previous－
ly by TG， the correlation coefficient between these ratios was O．734． l or the 24 calcium oxalate
stones the apatite content of which was less than 10％， the correlation coefficient between these
ratios was O．976， hlthough the weddellite ratio calculated using Oka’s method was significantly higher
than that determined by TG （P〈O．Ol）．
  ’ ln an attcmpt t6 e．stimate ．the weddellite to whewellite fatio’ by IR regardless of the content of
apatite， the ratio of the depth oi the abg．orption band at 780 cm－i（H7so） to the depth of the absorp－
tion band at 1，320 cm－i （Hi32e） was compared with the ratip of the whewellite content to the total
of whewellite apd weddellite contents determined by TG． The correlation coefficient between
these ratios was 0．953． XVe conclude that the ratio of H7so to Hi，32｝ determined from the infrared
spectra obtained from a O．3 to i mg powder sample， of calcium oxalate stone is useful in the esti－
mation of the wedclellite to whewellite ratio，
                                   〈Acta Urol． Jpn． 37： 1一一5， 1991）


























MX型（測定域4，000 cm…i rv600 cmri，以下620MX）
を用いて赤外分光分析を行った．つぎに，結石試料l
mgを含む錠剤1個を二分し，それぞれにKBrを加
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Fig． 1． Relationship between the weddellite ra－
    tio computed from Hg20 and that deter－
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Fig， 2． Relationship between the weddellite ra－
    tio calculated using Oka’s method and
    that determined by TG （n＝56， r＝
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Fig． 3． Relationship between the weddellite ra－
    tio calculated using Oka’s method ．and
    that determined by TG （n＝24， r＝＝O．976）
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Fig． 5． Correlation between the ratio of the
   whewellite content to the total of whe－
   wellite and weddellite determined by
    TG and the ratio of H7so to Hi320 （n ＝
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          Hp ／ H1320
Fig． 4． Correlation between the ratio of the
    apatlte content to the total of whewel－
    lite and weddellite determined by TG
    and the ratio of the depth of the absorp－
    tlon band at 1，100一一1，000 cm’一i （Hp） to
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